Heath Stores Horsmonden 2020 Pre-Pack Cheese list
pre-packs 100-200g per pack
Local hard cheese
Smoked Ashmore
Smoked Winterdale Shaw
Olde Sussex -an open and bouncy texture. This cheese is wonderfully deep, rich and creamy, with a superb
tang.
Scrumpy Sussex -hard un-rinded buttery rich cheddar type cheese. Garlic, cider and herbs are combined with
the curd, enabling them to infuse their distinctive zingy flavours.
Goodweald smoked -is a hard farmhouse cheese that has been naturally smoked over oak chippings by the
award winning Weald smokery. Creating a rich, full bodied and pleasant toasted aroma.
Local semi-hard & semi-soft local cheese
Sussex Ashdown Forester -young, firm un-pressed cheese with a creamy, slightly squidgy texture.
Smoked Ashdown Forester
Sussex Marble - made from Saint Giles with the addition of garlic and parsley. A very buttery texture
Chilli Marble -Based on Saint Giles, it has the addition of red bird-eye chilli.
Cranberry Marble -Based on Saint Giles, it has the addition of sweet cranberries.
Lord London semi-soft - clean citrus taste with an edible white rind
Sussex farmhouse - A semi-hard, well rounded traditional tasting cheese with creamy undertones
Idle Hour - A semi-hard cheese; creamy tasting with citrus undertones and a hint of nut, in a natural edible
Blue Cheese
Blue Monday wedge (180g) -Superb complex, rich creamy blue which develops into a wonderful, soft and
mellow cheese. It's buttery and creamy sweet with a slightly spicy hint Sussex Blue -A semi-hard creamy tasting mild blue cheese with a natural edible rind.
Brighton Blue - A mild, semi-soft cheese with a mellow blue flavour and a slightly salty finish. The blue green
veins deepen as the cheese matures, and the taste of the blue strengthens.
Mini Cambozola.
Ribblesdale Blue Goats Cheese -An outstanding blue cheese, deliciously creamy with a flavoursome tang!
Soft Cheese
Chaucers Camembert (Canterbury) - Rich and creamy. Leave it out of the fridge on the day you eat it, and
watch it open up and bloom like a flower. Sussex Brie -flavour is mellow with a hint of nuttiness. Subtle tones of fresh mushrooms with a creamy and
smooth finish.
Sussex Camembert -This award winning white moulded cheese has earthy and sweet tones with hints of
foraged mushrooms.Petit camembert - Smooth texture and a flavour that develops throughout its life -
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Ewe Cheese
Duddleswell, a hard cheddar-style cheese -a well-rounded, rich flavour; slightly sweet and nutty.
Sussex Slipcote (100g) is a fresh soft cheese -a light, creamy, fluffy texture and a slightly sharp refreshing
flavour.
Garlic & Herb Sussex Slipcoat button (100g) Lord of the hundreds, hard cheese -The texture is dry and a bit grainy with flavour of roasted hazelnuts and
salty caramel, along with fresh grassy notes.
Dargate Dumpy -British ewe’s milk camembert style. Luscious, instantly addictive when young sweet and
creamy
Ramsey, hard cheese -Slightly sweet, with the warmth and soft comfort you find in your cosiest woollen
jumper Ewe Eat Me from Sussex -A-hard cheese; creamy tasting with nutty undertones, in a red rind.
Flower Marie - an oozy square soft cheese,This aromatic cheese is mushroomy, sweet and slightly citrusy in
flavour.
Goat Cheese
Capricorn Somerset Soft Goats Cheese -combines a delicate nutty flavour with luxurious creaminess
Golden Cross Goat Log 225g from Sussex - A gorgeously creamy goats cheese thats a bit sweeter than others
Jarquin Goats log 100g - fresh and soft, choose from plain, nuts, summer truffle, honey & flowers or
cranberry. French Goat log slices - soft traditional goats cheese with a white edible rind.
High Weald Dairy Sister Sarah - a semi-soft goats’ milk cheese. The cheese is very white, It is a mild cheese,
with a light and delicious flavour and without any of the ‘goatiness’
Kelly's Canterbury Goat Cheese - a hard, creamy, clean and fresh-tasting cheese with a slightly peppery finish
and not at all "goaty"Ellie's Dairy soft goat cheese from the North Downs of Kent - Unlike the pungent goat cheeses you've tasted in
the past, this one has a clean fresh taste when eaten young.
Ellies Dairy Goat cheese wrapped in herbs -

